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Highlights: 

Head of the MIT’s Self-Assembly Laboratory, Skylar Tibbits, started this line of 
research back in 2014 with expanding materials and simple deformations. 
Collaborations with MIT’s Camera Culture group and the companies Stratasys and 
Autodesk Inc took this further. +info

Harvard’s Wyss Institute for Biologically Inspired Engineering is studying a way that a 
special ink, hydrogel ink, changes shape and form when stimulated with water. +info

At the University of Wollongong in Australia, a team of researchers have created the
first 4D-printed water valve. It shuts when exposed to hot water and re-opens when
hot temperatures subside by using a hydrogel ink that responds rapidly to heat. +info

EC-funded PRIME Project (€2,82M) will use 4D printing of liquid crystal elastomers for
the direct implementation and integration of light-actuated valves and pumps in a 
microfluidic chip. +info

The face of promising research:
Skylar Tibbits, founder of MIT’s Self-Assembly Lab +info 
Jennifer Lewis, Prof. at Harvard’s Wyss Institute for
Biologically Inspired Engineering. +info

Other promising research: 

Collaborative Project SimuLearn combines ML and 
mechanical and geometrical simulation for the inverse design 
and manufacture of self-assembling fiber-reinforced 
composites. +info

Futuristic Scenarios

MIT’s Self Assembly Lab and MIT-born apparel company 
Ministry of Supply have developed a new system called Active 
Textile Tailoring, a new system for “smart” textiles in which its 
fibers change shape and structure in response to heat and 
moisture, unlocking a new wave of customization of fit and 
aesthetic. +info

It is a renovation of 3D Printing wherein special materials to print objects that 
change shape post-production. Some stimuli or trigger like water, heat, light, or 
electrical currents is needed to start the transformation. Other forms of triggers 
have to be explored in depth through research.

https://selfassemblylab.mit.edu/
https://wyss.harvard.edu/technology/4d-printing/
https://newatlas.com/water-sensitive-4d-printing/37238/
https://www.linknovate.com/grant/prime-advanced-and-versatile-printing-platform-for-the-next-generation-of-active-microfluidic-devices-261095/
https://architecture.mit.edu/faculty/skylar-tibbits
https://www.seas.harvard.edu/directory/jalewis
https://www.meche.engineering.cmu.edu/news/2018/10/zhang-and-yao-earn-mfi-award-4d-printing.html
https://techcrunch.com/2018/09/07/rigetti-announces-its-hybrid-quantum-computing-platform-and-a-1m-prize/?guccounter=1&guce_referrer_us=aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuZ29vZ2xlLmNvbS8&guce_referrer_cs=J5tzYXxxX_aFKHXE7gnS_Q


4D Printing

Activity in 4D Printing is growing by the year. Interesantly, so far, only 5 
grants have been awarded to the topic, 2 from the NSF ($0,6K) and 3 from the
European Commision ($3,24M)

Number of records in 4D Printing [1] 

Public Funding evolution in 4D Printing (Grants) [2] 

[1]Source Linknovate: http://bit.ly/4DPrintingDoc
[2] Source Linknovate: http://bit.ly/LNK4DPrinting

Top organizations pushing the topic forward are Universities and Research Institutes from the
US, and Europe. This indicates a low readiness level for this technology. Organovo (San Diego, 
California), has been at the forefront of 3D bioprinting research.

Grants in 4D printing in Europe include:
- PRIME in FET Program (H2020) for Advanced and versatile PRInting platform for the next 

generation of active Microfluidic dEvices. (2,2M€)
- 4D-POLYSENSE - 4D-POLYpropylene meshes as SENsitive motion Sensors (158k€)
- 4D-Biogel - 3D and 4D Bioprinting: Additive Manufacturing of Smart Biodegradable 

Hydrogels (263k€)

Other 2 grants from NSF explore the field as early as 2015.

Most active organisations in 4D Printing [2] 

Pennsylvania State University
researchers study feasibility of 4D 
Printing with wood composites for
architectural applications. + info

http://bit.ly/4DPrintingDoc
http://bit.ly/LNK4DPrinting
https://3dprint.com/243285/pennsylvania-state-university-researchers-explore-4d-realm-wood-composites/


Highlights:

MIT’s Jarillo-Herrero team has turned graphene into a superconductor by placing one
sheet of graphene over another and rotating the other sheet to a special orientation, a 
twist that changes the bilayer’s properties. +info 

In EC funded TWISTM, the Free University of Berlin and Columbia University will join to 
unravel the most fundamental properties of unexplored graphene- and transition metal 
dichalcogenide-based bilayers arising from many-body interactions. +info 

The Imperial College has received a research grant from EPSRC to develop a method to 
calculate phase diagrams of twisted bilayer materials as a function of doping, temperature
and twist angle. The aim is to guide experimental efforts in the direction of the most
promising candidate systems. +info

The face of promising research:
Mikhail Eremets, Prof. at the Max Planck Institute for
Chemistry +info
Pablo Jarillo-Herrero, Prof of Physics at the MIT +info
Andrew Mackenzie, Director of Physics at the Max Planck 
Institute +info.

Other promising research: 

University of Glasgow’s Bendable Electronics and Sensing 
Technologies (BEST) group is targeting the mega 
industries of video screens and health devices with its new 
research, which has managed to affordably “print” high-
mobility semiconductor nanowires onto flexible surfaces to 
develop high-performance ultrathin electronic layers. +info

GOAL: If it could be achieved, so-called room-temperature superconductivity, 
above 0 degrees Celsius, would revolutionise electrical efficiency, vastly 
improving power grids, high-speed data transfer, and electrical motors, to name 
a few potential applications. 

Futuristic Scenarios

High-Temperature Superconductors could be used to levitate 
trains and produce astonishing accelerations, also in power 
plants, replacing conventional methods which spin turbines in 
magnetic fields to generate electricity; and in quantum 
computers as the two-level system required for a “qubit,” in which 
the zeros and ones are replaced by current flowing clockwise or 
counterclockwise in a superconductor. +info

https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-018-07848-2
https://www.linknovate.com/grant/twistm-strongly-correlated-phenomena-in-twisted-bilayers-of-graphene-and-transition-metal-dichacogenides-264610/
https://gtr.ukri.org/projects?ref=EP/S025324/1
https://www.mpic.de/en/research/further-groups/eremets-group.html
http://web.mit.edu/physics/people/faculty/jarillo-herrero_pablo.html
https://www.mpg.de/6812374/chem_physik_fester_stoffe_mackenzie
https://www.engineering.com/ElectronicsDesign/ElectronicsDesignArticles/ArticleID/17478/Bend-Flex-and-Twist-Flexible-Electronics-Are-Coming.aspx
https://singularityhub.com/2018/05/13/the-search-for-high-temperature-superconductors/


High Temperature
Superconductivity & 
Twist Electronics
When it comes to funding invested in the technology (both public and 
private), the US takes the lead.

Number of records in Twisted electronics [1] 

Public Funding awarded to Twisted Electronics since 2010 [1] 

[1]Source Linknovate: http://bit.ly/twistedelectrons
[2] Source Linknovate: http://bit.ly/HTSuperconductors
[3] Source Linknovate: http://bit.ly/twistelectronsuni

USA universities are the most active in the field, monopolizing 17 out of 20 positions in the
rankings. The remaining three are british organizations.

Most active universities in High-Temperature Superconductors [2] 

Most active universities in Twisted Electronics [3] 

http://bit.ly/twistedelectrons
http://bit.ly/HTSuperconductors
http://bit.ly/twistelectronsuni


Highlights: Relevant Grants in Europe

Finished in 2018, COMPOSE Project researched the fabrication of 3D optical
metamaterials to realize a material that exhibits a negative refractive index in the
visible optical spectrum. +info

The University of Bristol has received €1.2M from the EPSRC to reveal the biophysics
behind metamaterials for enhanced noise control technology. +info

EC funded PHONOMETA Project will explore novel properties of sound and the ability to 
design Parity-Time symmetric systems that define a consistent unitary extension of 
quantum mechanics. +info

The face of promising research:
Sir John Pendry, Prof. of theoretical solid state physics at 
Imperial College London +info
Jeremy J. Baumberg, Prof. of Nanoscience at Univ. 
Cambridge. +info

Other promising research: 

A team of South Korean researchers has developed an AI 
capable of designing new metamaterials with specific optical 
properties. +info

Futuristic Scenarios

Scientists at KTH Royal Institute of Technology in Stockholm 
have invented a biodegradable transparent wood. +info

Metamaterials are essentially artificially structured, man-made materials, 
where instead of using naturally occurring atoms and molecules, own sub-
wavelength structures are defined. 

https://cordis.europa.eu/project/rcn/201415/factsheet/en
https://gtr.ukri.org/projects?ref=EP/T002654/1
https://cordis.europa.eu/project/rcn/206943/factsheet/en
https://www.imperial.ac.uk/people/j.pendry
https://www.phy.cam.ac.uk/directory/baumbergj
https://futurism.com/the-byte/ai-helping-develop-invisibility-cloaks
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2019/apr/03/scientists-invent-transparent-wood-in-search-for-eco-friendly-building-material


Metamaterials
Cloaking
Activity in Invisible Metamaterials has remained steady in the last decade, 
however, it seems it will peak in 2019.

Number of records in Invisible Metamaterials [1] 

Public Funding awarded to Invisible Metamaterials since 2010 [1] 

[1]Source Linknovate: http://bit.ly/LNKInvisibleMetamaterials

Most organizations belong to Academia (Universities and Research Institutes), which is an
indicator of the embrionary state of this technology.

Top active organizations in Invisible Metamaterials [1] 

Artificial intelligence designs metamaterials used in 
the invisibility cloak
Researchers at POSTECH have developed a design
with a higher degree of freedom that allows
researchers to choose materials and design
photonic structures arbitrarily by using deep
learning. + info

http://bit.ly/LNKInvisibleMetamaterials
https://phys.org/news/2019-07-artificial-intelligence-metamaterials-invisibility-cloak.html


Highlights:

The concept originated in 2012 with physicist Frank Wilczek, Nobel laureate and 
currently a professor at the MIT.

In 2017, non-equilibrium time crystals were demonstrated for the first time in the lab. 
The University of Maryland used a chain of ytterbium ions, and a Harvard-Princeton 
team used an experimental setup that involved creating an artificial lattice in a 
synthetic diamond. Both teams have published its work in Nature.

Main applications in Quantum Computing, as time crystals may store stable qubits of 
information.

EC funded NOQUIA project will design and analyze quantum neural network devices
that will employ topological Floquet and time-crystal states to achieve robust quantum 
memory. +info

Nottingham and Cambridge Universities have received funding from GTR to understand
and establish connections between non-equilibrium quantum many-body systems. 
+info

The face of promising research: 
Roderich Moessner, Director and Scientific Member
at the Max Planck Institute +info
Shivaji Sondhi, Prof. of Physics at Princeton. +info

Ordinary crystals consist of atoms or molecules arranged regularly in space. 
In time crystals, atoms are arranged in patterns not only in space, but also 
exhibit a periodicity in time.

Futuristic Scenarios

A joint team from Krakow’s Jagiellonian University and Swinburne 
University of Technology aims to show that solid-state physics can 
be observed in the time domain, a completely new area of science. 
A new study (2019) from Aalto University in Finland has offered 
new evidence of their physical viability +info

Other promising research: 

Alfred Shapere, Prof at Univ. Kentukcy (USA), and Norman 
Yao, Assistant Prof. at UC Berkeley. 
DARPA’s DRINQS program aims to determine and 
demonstrate what protocols can optimally enhance 
quantum coherence in driven systems. +info

https://cordis.europa.eu/project/rcn/222633/en
https://gtr.ukri.org/projects?ref=EP/R04421X/1
https://www.mpg.de/343435/physik_komplexer_systeme_wissM28
https://phy.princeton.edu/people/shivaji-sondhi
https://www.thefirstnews.com/article/time-warp-pioneering-polish-physicist-paves-the-way-for-time-crystals-5077
https://www.darpa.mil/program/driven-and-nonequilibrium-quantum-systems


Time Crystals

Even though Time Crystals is still a niche topic, activity is growing fast.

Number of records in Time Crystals [1] 

Public Funding awarded to Time Crystals since 2010 (grants) [1] 

[1]Source Linknovate: http://bit.ly/EntergyWater

Microsoft’s activity in the topic is related to its applications in quantum computing, and is
collaborating with the University of California Santa Barbara.

Most active organizations in Time Crystals [1]

Leading countries in Time Crystals [1]

http://bit.ly/LNKTimeCrystals
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